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Introduction.
We consider solutions of the inequality Unique continuation properties for inequalities as (1) with singular drift V have been treated in several works. Hormander [H] studied a general case (2) \Lu (
x)\<V(x)\^u(x)\+W(x)[a(x)\,
where L is an elliptic Lipschitz coefficient operator. In particular, concerning L^ spaces he proved unique continuation if q > n~ . This result 3n -2 was extended to = -,-in [BKRS] when L is the Laplacian. Both proofs are based on the so-called Carleman estimates which turn out to be false In this work we substitute L^ for the spaces of Morrey, also called the Fefferman-Phong class for its recent use in the study of the eigenvalues ofSchrodinger operators [FeP] . (See also [CS] , [K] , [ChR] , [ChF] , and [RV] where these classes appear in the unique continuation context.)
We say that a function v ^ 0 locally in Z^ is in F^y a <^ n/p, if there exists TQ > 0 such that
where B(x^r) denotes the ball of radius r centered at x and \B(x,r)\ its volume. This class corresponds to L p^ in the classical notation for \=ap-n. (See [St] , [C] , [P] .)
We prove the unique continuation property for solutions u in Jf^(^), the Sobolev space of functions in L 2^) , with two derivatives in Z/ 2^) , for the inequality (1) when the drift term is in F^ if a < 1 and p^(n-2)/2(l-a).
Notice that it follows very easily from the definition of F^ that L^ = F^ and therefore our result includes the previously known ones. On the other hand, it also applies to functions with worse singularities. For instance, assume that T : R 71 -> R 771 is linear and surjective and consider w : R m -^ R a function in L q for q >, (2m 4-n -2)/2, then the function v{x) = w(Tx) satisfies the above conditions and (1) has the unique continuation property. However, if m < n this function does not Qy^ __ 2 need to be in L^ when p >, -_-. This result has interest in applications to physics, where very often the singularities of potentials and drifts are on manifolds of positive codimension.
The method we use is based on Carleman L 2 weighted inequalities as in [CS] and [ChR] and the diadic decomposition used in [RV] . There are some technical complications since the linear Carleman weight <p{x) =7-3; does not work and we need to use a parametrix, as in [Je] , adapted to the quadratic weight (p(x) == Xn + a^/2.
We would like to thank S. Chanillo for calling our attention to this type of lower dimensional potential.
We, lastly, have some comments about the notation. 
The Proofs.
Proof of Theorem 1 from Theorem 2. -We follow well-known arguments.
As in [KRS]
, [BKRS] , we may reduce by reflection, rotations, dilations and translations to the case where u = 0 out of the unit ball 654 A. RUIZ & L. VEGA B((0,..., 0, -1), 1) centered at the point (0,..., 0, -1) and it suffices to prove that in this case u must be zero in a neighborhood of the origin.
Take u(x)rj(\x\) = g(x)
where rj is a C°° function such that 77 = 1 in [0, e/2], 77 = 0 in [e, oo), for e > 0 to be chosen later on. We may substitute V by
and so we deal with a drift bounded below.
Since W is in F^ we use (4) and write :
|| e^V^u\\mw-ŵ here the last term on the right-hand side of the above inequality is bounded using known Sobolev inequalities (see [FeP] , [ChF] ). If x is in supp^n(B(0,^)\B(0,£/2)) there exists ^(e) < 0 such that y(x) < ^. Then if f3 < 0 and X big or |||V|||a,p < 1/2G, we obtain II ^V^II^dyY,,,,,,^,) < C'A^IIIVIII.^+^e^llA^II^^-i). The proof would be finished if the last term is finite, but
The following elementary lemma is the fundamental tool which allows us to go beyond the L^ class and to prove the Carleman inequality for Morrey spaces. Proof. -Define fy = \R,,f. Because of the assumption about the support of K we trivially have
»||Jq|i«(R"^,.)(sup^ v) ^||/.||?
and b}" Cauchy-Schwarz inequalitŷ
Proof of Theorem 2. -As we said, we use a parametrix of the Carleman perturbation as in [Je] and [BKRS] . In the sequel see these references for the claimed properties.
The substitution u = ve~^ reduces (4) to
\\(D+i\(l+Xn)N)v\\^v)
c(p,7i,ro,a)|||y|||,,^|||D+zA(l4-a;n)JV|^||^^-i)
where N = (0,...,0,1), supp V C R 71 -1 x (-1/2,1/2) and D = -i{Q/9x\,..., Q/9xn)-Our aim is to take a left inverse of
which is a differential operator with variable coefficients with respect to the last variable Xn' Denote by A\ the Fourier transform with respect to the n -1 first variables. Thus
where ^(^,^) = |^|+(-1) J (^--(l+a;n)A),j = 1,2. A simple change Therefore, it is enough to prove
with supp u C R 71 -1 x (-1/2,1/2), Tj = 9/9^, 1 <, j < n and
From (7) it follows very easily that if 1 <, j <, n + 1 then TjB'z is a Calderon -Zygmund operator with constants which depend only on Ao. (See [Jo] , theorem on p. 68.)
where M is the Hardy -Littlewood maximal function and 1 < pi < p. Then V(x) ^ V(x), V is an Ai weight and V € F^P with \\\V\\\^p ^ c\\\V\\\a( See [ChF] , Lemma 1. Observe the notation there is different and that the proof still holds for the case 0 < p < n.)
Therefore we have

\\T,B^u\\^v)<.c\\u\\^.
It will be enough then to prove 
and B^ the pseudodifferential operator with symbol p^g. Notice that by construction [ig^l+i
and therefore (9) will follow from Let us first deal with B^. From (7) and (11) we have o^_y_ oo < cQ
Consider p^ = (s 2 + |$|)p^ and -^i? t l le associated pseudodifferential operator. Then B^ is as TjB^ and can be treated in the same way. Therefore we have to prove Proof; -Assume first that |^,| <, (2 k~l s)~l and \y'\ <, (2 k~l s)~l.
Then we can write using cylindrical coordinates $ = (|$'|^,$n), ^ € 5"~2
where the last step is a consequence of (7), (11) and the well-known estimates of the Fourier transform of a smooth measure on the sphere (see [Se] p. 233).
The general case is proved by integration by parts in (16) with respect to the variables $" and |$'| and using again (7).
Hereafter we shall follow very closely the argument in [T] . The result will be obtained by interpolation between two estimates. The first one will be an L 2^"1 ) -L' 2 (a;) estimate (uj will be eventually V^ and the second one an L' 2 -L 2 bound. In order to obtain the first part we shall need first an upper bound of the kernel. This suggests to cut K into pieces according to its level values. Consider as before the bump function ^o C C §°(R) such that ^o(x) = 1 if \x\ < 1 and vanishes if |a;| ^ 2. Then for j = 1,2,... we define ^j(x) = ^o(^j) -^0(^1-) and ( 
17)
K,(xn,y^yn) = ^yWx^y'^n).
00
Then K = ^ Kj and from the Lemma 4 we have j=o 
